Animal Handling for Dairy

Quiz 4: Moving Cows More Effectively

Q1. When you want to move a cow, approach her from the...
   - back.
   - front.
   - side.

Q2. If you want to turn a cow...
   - step into her pressure zone near her head.
   - step into her flight zone near her rear.
   - step into her flight zone near her head.

Q3. When you move or turn a cow, she is most likely to... (check all that apply)
   - move away to maintain her pressure zone.
   - move away to maintain her flight zone.
   - move towards an opening.
   - move away from an opening.

Q4. You can slow down a cow’s speed by...
   - walking in the same direction.
   - walking against their direction.
   - walking towards the cow.
   - walking away from the cow.
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